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1. Introduction. Investigating conditions under which quotients

of metric spaces are metrizable, Stone [3] and Mori ta and Hanai [2]

independently obtained the following result.

Theorem A. // a topological space Y is the closed, continuous image

of a metric space, and if Y satisfies the first axiom of countability, then

Y is metrizable.

The hypothesis of first-countability cannot be dropped. For exam-

ple, if F is the quotient space obtained from the real line P by identi-

fying the integers to a point, then the natural projection

t:R-> Y

is closed and continuous, but F is not metrizable. Notice that, al-

though w is closed, the product map

ttXtt :PXP-> YXY

is not closed. (For example, the set {(», 1/»)|« = 2, 3, 4, • • • } is

closed in PXP but its image in FX Fis not closed.) In fact, by Theo-

rem B below, FX F is not the closed, continuous image of any metric

space.

Theorem B. If X and Y are nondiscrete topological spaces and if

XXY is the closed, continuous image of a metric space, then XX Y is

metrizable.

We shall prove Theorem B, using Theorem A.

2. Semicanonical covers. Let V be a collection of subsets of a set ¿.

For each WQS, we define the star of W with respect to V by

st(W,V) =l){vQv\wr\V9* 0}.

A pair ( Y, B) is a topological space F together with a closed subset

B. If F is metrizable, then (F, B) is called a metric pair.

Let (F, B) be a pair. As in [l], we call a collection V= { Va] of

open subsets of F a semicanonical cover for ( Y, B) if

(1) Ua Va=Y-B, and

(2) for each bQB and each neighborhood1 U of b in Y there exists
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1 All neighborhoods are open.
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a neighborhood IF of b in Y such that st(IF, *U) C U.

If a semicanonical cover exists for (Y, B), we call (F, B) a semi-

canonical pair.

Lemma 1. Every metric pair (Y, B) is semicanonical.

Proof. Let d be a metric for Y. For each y G Y — B, let F„

= {xGF|d(x, y)<hd(y, B)}. Then the collection {Vv\yEY-B} is
a semicanonical cover for (F, 5).

Lemma 2. Let V be a semicanonical cover for a pair (Y, B), and let

CEB. If U is a neighborhood of C in Y, then there exists a neighborhood

W of C in Y such that st (IF, V) C U.

Proof. Each xEC has a neighborhood Wx in F such that st(IFx, V)

EU. Take W=üxeCWx.

Suppose /: X—> Y is a continuous closed surjection. A set TEX

is said to be saturated if f~xf(T) = T. If UEX is a neighborhood of a

saturated set T, then there exists a saturated neighborhood F of F

suchthat FCÍ7. {Proof: Take V=f~1(Y-f(X- £/)).}

Lemma 3. Lei/: A"—»Fèe a continuous closed surjection, and suppose

that B is a closed subset of Y. If (X, f~l(B)) is a semicanonical pair,

then ( Y, B) is a semicanonical pair.

Proof. Let A =f~1(B), and let V be a semicanonical cover for

(X, A). For each yEY—B, let Gy be a saturated neighborhood of

/_1(y) in X such that

(1) GiCvtif-WQ).

We shall show that

8 - {/(C) | y G F - 5}

is a semicanonical cover for Y—B. Since/ is a closed surjection and

since Gy is open and saturated, f(Gv) is open in Y, and it is obvious

that

F-2? = U{/(Gv)|yG Y-B}.

It remains to show that if b E B and if U is a neighborhood of b

in F, then there exists a neighborhood Z70 of ô such that st(i/o, 8) C U.

By Lemma 2,f~1(b) has a neighborhood IF in A such that st(W, V)

Qf~1(U). Since/ is a continuous closed surjection, we may choose IF

to be saturated. Similarly, there exists a saturated neighborhood Wo

of/-!(&) in X such that st(FF0, V)QW. The set U0=f(W0) is a neigh-

borhood of b in F. We claim that st(Uo, 8) C £7. For suppose that
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f(Gy) r\ Uo 9* 0    for some y G Y - B.

Then, since Gy and Wo are saturated and / is surjective,

(2) Gy C\ Wo 9* 0.

By (1) and (2), there exist a point xQf~l(y) and a VQV such that

xGFand VC\Wo9*0. Since st(IF0, V)QW,

(3) V Q W.

Because W is saturated and xQf~l(y)C\V, it follows from (3) that

f^WQW. Since st(lF, V)Qf~1(U), we have in particular

(4) st(f-i(y),V)Qf-i(U).

It follows from (4) and (1) that f(Gy) Q U. Therefore, st(U0, 8) C U,

and the proof is complete.

3. Proof of Theorem B. Suppose f:M—>XX F is a continuous

closed surjection, where M is metrizable. Since Fis homeomorphic to

a closed subset of AX F, it follows that F is the ¡mage of a metric

space under a continuous closed surjection. Consequently, if y* is an

accumulation point of F, then there exists a sequence yi, y2, • • • in

F-{y*| such that

(1) lim yn = y*.
n—*»

We shall show that A is first-countable. Let xGA. By Lemmas 1

and 3, (AX F, AX {y*}) is a semicanonical pair; let 13 be a semi-

canonical cover for it. For each positive integer «, choose VnQV such

that (x, yn)QVn. Define P„=ir(F„), where w: XX Y—>X is the co-

ordinate projection. We claim that { Un \ n = 1} is a basis for the neigh-

borhoods of x in A. To show this, let U be a neighborhood of x in A,

and let IF be a neighborhood of (x, y*) in AX F such that st(IF, V)

Qtt~~1(U). It follows from (1) that there exists an integer n such that

WC\Vn9*0. Therefore VnQTr~l(U), and this implies that UnQU.

It follows that A is first-countable.

Similarly, Y is first-countable. Therefore AX F is first-countable,

and, by Theorem A, metrizable.

Corollary. Letf: M—+XX Y be a continuous closed surjection, where

M and Y are metrizable and Y is not discrete. Then XX Y is metrizable.

Proof. If A is discrete, then it is metrizable, and therefore AX F

is metrizable. If A is not discrete, the result follows from Theorem B.
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